spa treatments: hands and feet

**blu’s touch**

**Signature Hand Treatment** — Give your hands the special treatment with this deluxe service; includes a soak, scrub, massage, warm paraffin dip and polish of your choice. French polish and/or Vinyl Lux is an additional charge.

**blu to go**

**Express Hand Treatment** — In a hurry? You can still get pampered with this express hand treatment. Includes a hand soak, cuticle maintenance, and lotion application, complete with your choice of polish. French polish and/or Vinyl Lux is an additional charge.

**my blu heaven**

**Foot Treatment** — They say a way to a person’s heart is through their feet. Take one step forward with this foot ritual that will have you feeling heavenly. We will exfoliate, attend to cuticles, and surround your feet in warm paraffin to reflect improved health and true beauty. Includes callus elimination and choice of polish. French polish is an additional charge.

**blu to go**

**Express Pedicure Treatment** — This quick treatment is designed for those on the go, but can squeeze in just enough time to feel relaxed with blu. Includes foot soak, cuticle maintenance and lotion application. Finish your sandal-ready tootsies with your choice of polish! French polish and/or Vinyl Lux is an additional charge.

**switch-a-roo blu**

Need to freshen up? We have the latest colors to show those hands and feet off with confidence. French Polish and/or Vinyl Lux is an additional charge.

**soft blu**

**Paraffin Treatment** — Add extra softness and moisture to your skin with this warming and conditioning treatment that will make you feel totally pampered and simply glamorous.

**french blu**

French polish variation application.

**no chip at blue chip**

Shellac manicure service combines the ease of polish with a high gloss shine and extended wear. Includes hand soak, cuticle maintenance, lotion application and your choice of color. French polish is an additional charge.

**no chip at blue chip removal**

Gentle removal of shellac application.

**vinyl lux**

A breakthrough polish that endures a week of fashion perfection without a base coat.

**private pedicure**

A total sensory experience. You will be in a private treatment room with all the attention given to your feet. You will have the pleasure of receiving our signature my blu heaven ritual, coupled with relaxing ambiance.